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The Dark Knight

Students will engage in a theatrical story told via texts, videos, pictures, video-
calls and phone-calls. They must help others escape from The Super Villain & 

engage with specific content at the same time. 

Anonymous
Cell Phones

Not Required
Homework

Friendly



The Hero Classroom is designed by the Creators of

www.TheEscapeClassroom.com

TM

What’s the difference between our products?

Students compete against other teams in order to escape 
the classroom before the clock ticks down to zero. One of 
our Super Villains have locked them inside of the 
classroom but has placed clues within the classroom so 
that they may escape. Our Escapes are designed around 
specific curriculum. 

Your students have been chosen by Anonymous, to help him 
figure out which Super Villain “did it”. They must answer a 
series of questions based on specific curriculum in order to 
unlock clues & testimonies. After they have unlocked all of 
the clues & testimonies, then they must solve the mystery 
and figure out “who did it”. 

The Adventure Classroom

Students have found themselves inside of a story. They 
will have to choose their own adventure. In order to 
complete the story, students must answer a series of 
questions based on a specific curriculum. Each Adventure 
is told by one of our Super Villains with a high level of 
video interaction. 

Students have joined the ranks of Anonymous. They will 
engage in a theatrical story told via texts, videos, pictures, 
video-calls and phone-calls. They will have to figure out how 
to help the person in need escape from one of our Super 
Villains. Students will have to answer questions based on 
specific curriculum in order to successfully save the day and 
defeat the Super Villain…. or not.  

https://www.theescapeclassroom.com/
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Follow Us 

@TheEscapeClassroom

@TheEscapeClassroom

@ClassEscape

@EscapeClassroom

https://www.facebook.com/theescapeclassroom/
https://www.instagram.com/theescapeclassroom/
https://www.pinterest.com/escapeclassroom/
https://twitter.com/ClassEscape
https://www.facebook.com/theescapeclassroom/
https://www.instagram.com/theescapeclassroom/
https://twitter.com/ClassEscape
https://www.pinterest.com/escapeclassroom/
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How To Conduct The Hero Classroom

This product is designed for an individual student (not a group). 
It can be done in the classroom or used as a homework 
assignment. This product is an online theatrical educational 
resource.  

Give each student a Starter Card. Students can either scan the 
QR Code or enter the tiny URL. It is advised to use either a 
computer or tablet. Do not use a smart phone.

Students will complete the immersive story to figure out if they 
saved the day or failed to save the day. At the end of the game 
there will be a code. Students will need to present you the 
confirmation code to confirm that they have completed the 
assignment.

Each confirmation code will have a letter before it. Either H or 
NH. H stands to “Hero” – this means they saved the day. NH
stands for “Not Hero” – this means they failed to save the day. 
The remaining digits will be the same. 
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Starter Cards
1. Give each student a Starter Card. 
2. Students can either scan the QR Code or enter the tiny URL. This product is online. 
3. This product can be conducted in class or assigned as homework.
4. Students will need to use a computer or tablet. Do not use a smart phone.
5. At the end of this story there will be a confirmation code. Students will need to present you this code to confirm that they have 

completed the assignment. 
6. **If you are using this as Remote Learning then all you need to do is provide the student with the tiny URL. Students can email you the 

confirmation code. 



The Escape Classroom TheEscapeClassroom.com

Name: __________________________________________ Name: __________________________________________ 

Name: __________________________________________ Name: __________________________________________ 

LINK: ispri.ng/9kXrr

What is your confirmation code: ________________

The Hero Classroom The Hero Classroom

The Hero Classroom The Hero Classroom

LINK: ispri.ng/9kXrr

What is your confirmation code: ________________

LINK: ispri.ng/9kXrr

What is your confirmation code: ________________

LINK: ispri.ng/9kXrr

What is your confirmation code: ________________

Do not use a smart phone Do not use a smart phone

Do not use a smart phone Do not use a smart phone
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The Story
1. The remaining slides are what the students will see online. 
2. The answers are provided for you. 
3. It is advised that you go through the online steps yourself so that you understand the game-flow.



Begin To Monitor All 

Communications



DDC

1.   A pharmaceutical company tested a new medication before putting it on the market.  Pills without medication were given to 

400 test subjects in group A and pills containing medication were given to 400 test subjects in group B.  In this experiment, the 

individuals in group A served as the

a. placebo

b. dependent variable

c. independent variable

d. control

2.   Which sequence should be followed when conducting a laboratory investigation?

a. define a problem, gather experimental data, make observations, form a conclusion, form a hypothesis

b. make observations, gather experimental data, define a problem, form a hypothesis, form a conclusion

c. make observations, form a hypothesis, form a conclusion, gather experimental data, define a problem

d. make observations, define a problem, form a hypothesis, gather experimental data, form a conclusion

3.   A student records their body temperature at 7:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. each day for a full 30 days.  She notices that there is a 

trend in her temperature data and offers a possible explanation.  This explanation is known as

a. raw data

b. a limitation

c. a hypothesis

d. a theory



Continue To Monitor All 

Communications

You picked up a text 
communication that 
sounded suspicious.
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1.   In an experiment, the setup that provides a basis of comparison is known as

a. the conclusion

b. a control

c. the problem

d. a variable

2.   Which method should be used to determine the type of popcorn that produces the greatest number of popped kernels?

a. Research articles about different ways to heat popcorn to make it pop.

b. Design an experiment that tests multiple types of popcorn using repeated trials.

c. Heat kernels of some types on an electric stove and heat other types on a gas stove.

d. Construct a mathematical equation that compares size and mass of kernels from each type.

3.   In a scientific investigation, after the question is defined, the next step is most likely

a. formulating a hypothesis

b. identifying needed equipment

c. designing the experiment

d. collecting the data



Continue To Monitor All 

Communications

You continued to monitor 
the text between Ashley & 

Ben.

You hacked Ashley’s 
phone to listen to the 

recorded conversation.
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3. What is the area of this figure?

1.   Catherine designed an experiment to test the effect of a new fertilizer of the growth of tomato plants.  What should Catherine’s control group 

include?

a. Tomato plants grown in soil with no fertilizer.

b. Tomato plants grown in soil with the original type of fertilizer.

c. Tomato plants grown in a new type of soil with the new fertilizer.

d. Tomato plants of different varieties grown in soils with the new fertilizer.

2.   Dana has made a hypothesis for her biology experiment.  Which step in the scientific method would she perform next?

a. collect data

b. analyze results

c. draw a conclusion

d. publish results

3.   Elliot would like to investigate the effect of light on plant growth.  Which of the following is the dependent variable in the experiment?

a. amount of water

b. amount of light

c. amount of fertilizer

d. height of plant

4.   Elliot would like to investigate the effect of light on plant growth.  Which of the following is the independent variable in the experiment?

a. amount of water

b. amount of light

c. amount of fertilizer

d. height of plant



Continue To Monitor All 

Communications

You hacked The Dark 
Knight’s phone call to 

The Mad Scientist

You hacked The Dark 
Knight’s Google searches

You hacked Ashley’s 
phone call to her 

husband, Ben.
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1.   Why do scientist perform multiple trials of the same experiment?

a. to include additional variables in the experiment

b. to complete the steps of the experiment in less time

c. to find a less expensive way to conduct the experiment

d. to increase the likelihood of accurate experiment results

2.   Which of the following statements can be classified as an observation?

a. The plant has flowers.

b. The plant is very pretty.

c. The plant will grow berries.

d. The plant might be poisonous.

3.   Repeating experiments improves the likelihood of accurate results because the overall results are

a. less likely to prove the hypothesis correct.

b. more likely to prove the hypothesis correct.

c. less likely to be correct due to fewer errors being made. 

d. more likely to be correct due to fewer errors being made.

4.   Maria wants to test how temperature changes each day through the year.  Maria understands the importance of keeping constants. 

Which of the following should Maria not be concerned about keeping constant? 

a. the place where the temperature is measured

b. the thermometer used to take the measurement

c. the person reading the temperature measurement

d. the time of day when the temperature is measured



Choice 1

You will call Ashley and warn her so that 
she should run outside and scare The 

Dark Knight away. 

You hacked the security camera at the gas 
station. Watch.

You will override the car’s security system 
and turn on the car alarm.

Choice 2



Continue



Continue



H-7756
Provide this confirmation code to your teacher. This will 

confirm that you have successfully completed your 
assignment. 



NH-7756
Provide this confirmation code to your teacher. This will 

confirm that you have successfully completed your 
assignment. 



Find other great resources at www.TheEscapeClassroom.com

http://www.theescapeclassroom.com/

